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Dr. Rank displays
O'Connor Analysis
College of Cultural Studies professor
Dr. Hugh Rank is c~ently displaying
a full-length literary analysis of
Pulitzer-prize-winning author Edwin
O'Connor in the Learning Resources
Center.
Edwin O'Connor (1918-1968} authored
several novels, including "The Last
Hurrah" and "The Edge of Sadness".
Dr. Rank's book, part of the standard
reference set of Twane's United States
Authors Series CTUSAS}, has been
praised by the late critic Edmund
Wilson as being an "estremely
intelligent" analysis of O'Connor's
writing. Wilson had read the key
sections of Rank's original manuscript
prior to publication. Wilson's response
deserves special note, because a recent
Saturday Review " survey" of 20th
century writing ranked Wilson second
only to Faulkner as being the most
influential literary figure.
Rank's other books include " The
American Sene, " " The U.S.A. A
Commentary," and the forthcoming
books, " Language and Public Policy"
and "Liars in Public Places." ·

Gavin scholarships
avvarded ·

Presented in a candlelight dedication ceremony were
the Gavin scholars for 1974 at Governors State
Univerity. Left to right, Marcus B. Chism, of Chicago;
Ms. Corless L. Muse Markham, Dlinois, and Howard
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JGSU ARCHIVES

University and Town Hook-Up

University professor runs for oHic8
Robert A. Blue
Joseph C. Meredith is a University
Professor of Information Science, in the
College of Human Learning and
Development. He is a resident of the
Village of Park Forest South.

Joe has been living in Park Forest
South for three years now. He spent
twenty years in the Navy with the
ranking of Lt. Commander in the
process. Joe worked six years as an
estate plimner, and holds a real estate
brokers license in the state of
California. He is very much involved
and concerned about Governors State
and the Village Board. He is also a
candidate for a position on the Village
Board of Trustees in Park Forest South.
· Joe believes that, ..Village Board
Member s should come to Board
meetings prepared to discuss issues
from a factual and rational point of
view." In other words Joe is saying:
" they (village -board) should be
thoroughly knowledgeable of the
subject matters coming before the
Board. "
Joe goes on in this vein by saying:
" EJected officials should always be at
the disposal of the Village residents."
How does Joe Meredith feel about
taxation without representation? " The
elected official should not only solicit
the residents' confidence and their
votes, but he or she would be just as
available after the election." The
election will be held on November 16,
1974.

During this interview with Joe
Meredith he kept using the words like;
"mutual respect ", and "truly
responsive communications." "I would
like to see the Village government be
truly responsive to the Village residents
and an atmosphere of cooperation exist

between the Village, the University,
and the Industrial park.
Joe Meredith is fully involved in this
"happening" (communication jargon}
called the Park Forest
South/ Governors State University
community.
Could this be an asset for both GSU
and Park Forest South? "As a trustee I
can interpret what the Village is about to
the University and as a member of the
University I can interpret what the
University is about to the Village." As
the interview pressed on I began to
realize something. How could a university and town be sensitive to and
truly resPOnsive to each other's needs
without such a person trying to do what
Joe Meredith is doing? What is he
doing? "I like to think of myself as
acting as an informal link between the
University and the Park Forest South
Villa~e Board. ·•
During his campaign, Joe Meredith
has had to talk to many people. When
asked how the campaign is going, J oe
said, "very good." I have met with
many of the local Vtllage leaders and
have been warmly receiveci U elected I
will give much weight to their
concerns."
Joe Meredith seems to have high
hopes for the future of the Village. I
asked him his thoughts on the growth of
the Village. " We in Park Forest South
can be the envy of surrounding
VilJages," said Joe. "It is possible for
the people who are creative to come to
Park Forest South and have an impact

on the future of the Village. I can help
by doing everything I can to persuade
my colleagues to act in a responsive
and intelligent manner on the Village
busi.Dess before us."
Joe is one of the four candidates
seeking positions on the Village Board.
Joe's campaign stresses the need for
partnership, responsiveness, and
communication_ "When a group of
citizens come to the Board they should
not be given the brush~ff. They should
be made to feel that the Board is
concerned with and about them."
Trying to cultivate an atmosphere of
mu tual respect and cooperation
~tween all concerned is what Joe
Meredith is about. He certainly is in a
position to speak for the complexities
surrounding GSU and Parle Forest
South's development
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Residents in the Minimum Security
Unit of Stateville -Correctional Center ,
Joliet, TIHnois, are requesting used
textbooks and reference books to
expand the.i r library.
Those residents at M.S.U. who are
interested in educational development
need support. we ask for books that are
no longer being used to bring tbere as a
contribution to their educational needs.
Anyone with books to offer is asked to
bring them to the offices of Jim
Bucke n meyer <CBPS > or Sonny
~ldenstein <CHLD>. Thank You.

.
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Crecloz To boldly go-where no other newspaper has gone before
In pursuit of honesty. fairness and truth In all that we publish•
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Editorial.s

Exploring The New

Challenging The Old
..
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Response to The·Phantom

Do it my way! Join me! His group is the one that is
doing it, vote for me and I'll set you free !!! Is that the
way to be?
Phantom, you sly one, we thought you would come.
True the INNOVATOR publications have requested
that you come out of the woodwork. That is, we have
solicited some comment and criticism from the student
population and other interested parties. And this you .
have done.
The carved up copy ·of the Innovator you so
surreptitiously sent was seriously studied by the Staff.
Now we would like to advance on the points of inter~t
which you found in some ways; either not the way you
are "accustomed" to seeing it done, or would like to
see it done.
Page one: Your comment about the headlines
"finally" being consistent. Yes, they are all the same
type face. But this does not make them any more
"visually'' appealing to those persons interested in the
story? As to your comment about the lead story, the
fact that the lead story says who is doing the story is
not necessarily another ego speaking."
You then proceed from technical criticism to content
evaluation. That is fine and dandy except for the observation that whenever a person is doing what we feel
is righteous they should be appfauded for that. A point
of agreement: the logo can and will be decreased to a
morecompactdesign. You ask, "is the INNOVATOR a
'community news service"?" We like to believe that if
it is not it is only because the . 'community' does not
: wish to help make it so. Except of course you, oh wise
shadow.

.,.,

As you continue your venerable and vicarious
ventings to the lower left of this page you askz "is the
story on national teacher exams concerning 30 people
news?" Maybe not to you but to a student interested in
becoming a teacher it is. And that is justification
enough.
The learning process is accompanied by the capacity
to adjust and modify the process itself. To that end the
staff attempts those means and methods in the
production of the paper that will insure-a high level of
inventiveness and impact.
Yes, we could have placed the photographs on opposite sides of the page. We felt that the placement of
the banner balanced the page. Is your objection to
content or to container? Balance is also required when
you criticize without proposing a solution.
Page two: " Masthead too deep. Need names be so
large? Egotism encourages complacency." We could
say that those names might just as well not appear if
ego is the motivation. Yet is it any more ego than is the
force prompting your literary creep from the deep?
On the article, " Why an alumni association", you say
that the first two sentences should be paragraphs.
That's debatable. However, since you in your clandestine cloak exhibit talent for hypergeusesthesia vis
newspaper production, guest opinions should not be
limited as you suggest. However, students should be
allowed space on the INNOVATOR'S pages. And they
are when they submit c.opy.
Page three: The arrow you drew concerning the
graphic statement that something was not coherent
threw me for a moment.

Ranlc display

by Tom Mandel
Tbe President met with the student body on Tuesday,
Oct. 15 to answer questions from an audl~ce of more
· than thirty. Dr. Engbretson said he would meet with
the students in this. style at least once eech session.
AmOQg the variety of subjects discussed was: the
parking lot fee policy which hasn't been fully
developed. A committee meeting Wednesday will start
to formulate ideas.
Other problems include several roads scheduled to
be paved, a chlorinator for the swimming pool, construction is behind schedule, but the gym is open for

Students score
After a .two year court battle, the Uriiversity of
Mississippi has been ordered to publish the 1972 edition
d Images, the student literary magazine. The
p.~blication had been blocked by the university because
the word "fuck" appeared nwnerous times in two
articles concerning the emotional problems of young
black men.
The university was ordered first by a federal district
oourt, then by the US Court of Appeals to publish the
magazine. The Appeals Court found that the offensive
word is " commonplace in various strata of society,"
. and the magazine was protected from censorship by a
· state university under the First Ammendment.
. Tbe decision was appealed to the Supreme Court, on
the grounds tbe Images was an official publication
subject to censorsliip or conceDation by. school of. ficlals. In late May the Supreme Court let stand the
Appeals Court ruling.
- ln a statement, Chief Justice Warren Burger said
· that students attending a state university bad the right
to be free from official censorship of their writings, but
be added that the university was in no way required to
continue giving Images or any other grrup the use of
facilities or financial resources if the tmiversity considers it to be of "substandard-or marginaT quality."
Tbe university was also permitted to stamp a
statement disavowing responsibility for the contents of
Images on the inside cover.

Please Get WeD Soon, Dr. Bibb from
the Innovator Staff.
Please get well, Reginald Kelly. We at the Innovator
are lost witoout you. Besides we won't get paid unless
Y?U come back.
Tbe lnnO:vatorStaff

limited activities. There are no plans !<r on campus
housing since this is a commuter university.
Dr. Engbretson was highly distressed by the activities of some students who have been sitting in the
halls stoned and others who tear the building apart.

Insanity at GSU
Doug Pitzer

It appears to me that GSU is fast becoming an
asylum for lunatics and we, the sane, are being eaten
alive. ...
Something needs to be done about the situation.
First: aU of us must be made aware of the problems
that exist within GSU, one of which is the common
fallacy that this school was set up to be innovative. It
seems that GSU has failed in its test of attempting to be
different from other Universities.
Students don't care what happens as long as they get
their credits, competencies, and degrees. They are too
ooncerned with their own trips.
Students could do much to improve their situation
but all they want is to graduate.
Meanwhile... back in the asylum there is a great deal
ci distrust on the student's part, because we don't get
the credit we deserve from the faculty. The faculty and
students have very little in common and seldom ac·
tually communicate. We are in the midst of a night·
mare and the worst is yet to come.
Students are constantly put in positions to act as
robots. Go to class, listen, don't get involved. Be a
zombie. That is the goal of the system - to make each
and every one of us a product of the inauthentic mass.
GSU has fallen because it has been forgotten that we
make our own system. The system does not make us unless we allow it to. The results are justified in view of
our choice to let the system run our lives. We are the
puppets in our own nightmare, and the credit belongs
to no one person, thing, or event. The system has not
shutoff our minds: we have done it ourselves.
Lets take time to think about what we are doing.
Learn not to play the system's games. fustead,learn to
act for yourself. Most of all, learn to rely on your own
judgement- then we will have taken the responsibility
to stop the trocess of becoming zombies.
We have willpower and that strength is our greatest
asset. Think positively and take the time to consider
how we can improve the circumstances that fac~ us
ev~ry(lay·..JWW~JH~~<· Ji~t!~P~:Gfn)~~.:!'l'l

Tony Wardynski

You then ask: "should it have been so large and was.
it important to GSU?" The question .in reverse o'wise
pragmatist is if not today, maybe tomorrow!! One
small error in typing is a point for you. The words in
question were meant to be separate. The establishment
press makes its share of typos too.
The middle of the page solicits student input and
.feedforward. You ask, "where do they go?" You should
know phantom that some people think for themselves
while others attempt to tell other people what to think!
Blue's article-"sentences could be broken up" you
observed. Long winded folks have a lot to say. If you
found some difficulty in holding your breath, try
readlng in a different idlom.
On the bottom of page three you said it right. We
really blew it. OK, we could use a little hefp in handling
copy.
Page four: On the article headed "Dental
definitions". We dld not feel that the information was
esoteric. After all, everybody has teeth. Sometimes
professional people use words that the average layman
might not be familiar with. Maybe this effort ean aid in
enlighting them.
True, the pictures could have and ·should have been
separated. True they also could have been better
pictures, i.e. identifiable.
Page five : You say that the story on the metric
system was a waste of space. Again a matter of
opinion. To be sure there was information there and not
as you quipt filler.
Did. you ever have the need for information or were
you born smart? Your choice of words such as ego and
fetish smacks of rampant freudlanism. A dying
" behaviorism" in toto for today's needs!! Did you just,
recently discover these words?
Contlnue411 on pt~tte four

St~dent input

is essential
It is a rather commoll occurence around QSU to
come across one article or another bewailing the lack
of student participation "in university affairs. Apathy!
these writers wail, and then proceed to catalog all the
reasons why it e.x ists although no solutions to the
dreadful malady are ever proposed.
My concern is not with apathy, but with the
importance of student participation in University
activities. GSU, for all its shortcomings, sincerely
desires student input on a variety of issues. When this
input is non-existent, faculty or adrninisti'ation tend to
act in vacuum. This often 'results in situations which
are unfavorable to the students.
Students are placed in situations .in which they are
continaully reacting rather than acting, which makes
constructive behavior difficult. Much of the annoying
administrative trivia which occurs in this hallowed
institution could be avoided if students were actively
involved or at least consulted on some of the
procedural points involved.
A good example is the current . scheduling of
modules, Leaving aside the merits of doubled contact
hours, some of the pain resulting from the-educational
process might have been lessened, if, 1) more day
classes were scheduled, 2) some thought had been
given to scheduling modules in the same area of
e~phasis on the same day, but at times which dld not
conflict, thus reducing for some students th.e amount of
commuting time. None of · the above should be
construed as a knock on the administration. Given the
amount of variables they were already dealing with, it
would have been nothing short of miraculous if they
could also have anticipated this type oi student need.
When in fact these issues were brought to the
administration 's attention, they responded very
favorably to the concepts outlines above.
The plea I am making for student involvement is
based on the students own enlightened self-interest.
Participation need not involve large amounts of time,
or running around serving on ten different committees.
It can mean notes, letters to the S.A.D., anything that
will generate input and ideas as to how we '8S students
can improve both E.A.S. and Uiriversity. The
alternative is to continuous suffering under policy
which lacking in student input resembles a rather
grotesque variation of blindJnan's bluff.
Bill Whited, S.A.D.
t: I .. !:) '•• .. j:
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A different
viewpoint :on
the amnesty
question
Tom Mandel
There seems to be something really
wrong with this amnesty problem
which we all are going through. I'm not
talking about the arguments which
each side are professing: We can't lef
people go around respecting only some
laws. The war was wrong so resistors
were not. Rather I am talking about
another amnesty thing which no-ooe
bas talked about. War Criminals. Those
people who: Well, I don't really know
what they did. But I wonder about the ·
caueys. If what he did was wrong, and I
know there are more like him, then
what has happened to the maxim "we
can't let some people obey only some
laws."
Do you see what I mean'! I mean, like
there is something really wrong with
the system that is saying with its
actions that there is nothing wrong with
killing but there is something wrong
with not wanting to kill: I don't know,
maybe my head is twisted around.
Personally, I wish everyone would just
forget the wbole tb ing.

IAl

,ve tho-ughf
youtl .lrke fo know•. :'
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U of I survey
slanted
AISG meets
Robert A. Blue

The Association of Illinois Student
Governments met in Champaign over
the weekend. Among the issues
discussed was tuition increases,
concerts and student stores.
As the GSU liaison to theAISG, let me
say; we here at Governors State should
oppose any tuition increases for money
is scarce as hen's teeth! Furthermore
this concern should be expressed to all
those bodies within and without the
University wl)ich contemplate such
actions. As students we should actively

AISG whose who

and thoroughly seek to have our
position known to the Board of ffigher
Education, AISG, Our University
Administration and legislators.
Many of you do not know what the
AISG is or bas done for students
throughout the State of Illinois. Nor do
you know what your role as a student in
"higher education" is or should be.
This issue intends to enlighten you on
theSe points. Hopefully some of you will
feel compelled to get involved in AISG
as it is involved with all of you.

Education board
staff recommends

Governing Board

tuition hike

Chicago State University
President: Bill Powell
cl o Student Government Office
Chicago State University
95 and King Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60621

in illinois will rise to one-third the undergraduate
instructional cost by 1980, according to

Eastern illinois University
President: Mark Wisser
Vice President: Kevin Kerchner
<Gov. Board Vice-Chairperson)
cl o Student Government Office
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, Illinois 61920
Continued on poge flve

NOTE
Please be advised that as of the
resignation of the former president,
Mr. Morrison Ninalowo, I assumed the
acting responsibilities of the presidency
of the Internation a l Students
Association of the Governors State
brancp.
All correspondence regarding the
weHare of the International Students
, Association should be directed to me.
KameelDaDa

Tuition at state-supported colleges and universities

recommendations of the Illinois Board or Higher
Education staff to the mHE committee currently
studying tuition.
That recommendation was one of 15 tuition-related
recommendations approved by the tuition
subcommittee, meeting at Chicago, September 30. The
recommendations will be submitted to the Tuition
Committee for consideration before going to the full
board for passage later this year.
According to the staff recommendation, " public
senior university systems sbo&.tlt' raise tuitions
gradually so that the one-third r-ulicy will be fully
implemented by fiscal year 1980, provided that:~- The
General Assembly and Governor increase funding of
the lllinois State Scholarship Commission's Monetary
Award Program to offset any proposed tuition
increases, and; b. Full implementation of the one-third
policy at any one system does not ~ult in widely
disparaging, out <>f pattern tuition charges between
systems. General application of the policy should
result in similar, though not identical, tuition charges
in the various systems."
The mHE staff further recommend "that the ISSC
eliminate its practice of distributing partial awards in
blocks of $150, but rather distribute partial awards in
an amount equal to total amount of need shown
accOrding to the needs analysis fonndfa.''

URBANA, ILL.-The University or Illinois is using a
deliberately biased survey to make the false claim that
Illinois citizens favor an increase in tuition at the
University.
A press release issued by the University Office of
Public Information on September 26, 1974 states that
" citizens of nlinois feel additional financial support of
the University of Illinois should be generated through
increased tax support, higher tuition... " The press
release further states that this was the findings of a
survey conducted by the Survey Research Laboratory.
-The Survey Research Laboratory is a respected
institution known for quality worlt in th'e field of survey
research. The University used the name of the Survey
Researcb Laboratory to add creditability· to a
deliberately biased survey which actually was not
conducted by the Laboratory. The survey was_written
and conducted by the University Office of Public
Information. The only involvement of the Research
Laboratory was in the tabulation of the results.
The survey was not conducted among a
representative cross-section of Illinois citizens, but
instead a carefully selected group of people wbo
yielded a response that the University lmew would be
favorable.
Out of the 955 people who responded to tbe survey,
714 are connected with the U. of I. Citizens Committee.
The membership of the Citizens Committee primarily
consists of bank presidents, corporation executives,
and people with annual incomes ove- f.ZO,OOO. The
attitudes of this group as refiec.ted in the survey canoot
be considered representative of the citizens of Illinois.
The September 26, 1974 press release mentioned the
other 241 people of the 955 surveyed as a cootrol group,
which included members pf three downstate service
clubs included a Rotary Club, a Lions Club, and a
Kiwanis Club. The members of these clubs received
the survey questionaires at a club meeting at which
President John Corbally was the guest speaker. Tbe
questionaires were distributed after President
Corbally finished speaking.
The Chicago professional society which participated
in the survey was the Headliner Club of <llicago. Tbe
Headliner Club is a journalist club of which Mr.
Charles E. Flynn, director of the University Office of
Public Information, is a member.
The majority or the so called control group also bave
annual incomes of over $20,000. This control group is
not representative of the citizens of lllinois.
Robert Jolmsoo

•••

<EDITORS : Johnson is a member of the Studeot
Advisory Committee to the Illinois Board of Higher
Education. but is issuing the above release on his own
and not as a spokesperson for the Advisory Committee. >
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Student Services
serves stUdents
LOST AND FOUND
There is a plethora of items (glasses,
car keys, jewelry, books, etc., etc.,
etc.,) being housed in the Student
Services office that some of you had to
lose. If you have had the unfortunate
experience of losing something-stop in
at the Student Services office on the
first floor.
Why do those students sign up for
modules when they are not going to be
altered. For if students could find these.,
blasted modules, they would!
STOP...YOU...YEA, I'M TALKIN'
TO YOU .. .
YOUR CAR LIGHTS
Did you remember to turn them off
..Well !!! Did you???
Think you might have forgotten
something... or perhaps you haven't
thought about it at all ...

Winters just around the cor·
ner...Brrr... You're going to feel pretty
bad (and foolish ) to go out to your car
later on only to find out that the battery
is DEAD and your car won't BUDGE ...
Think about it fo; a minute - late at
night - car won't start - no service
stations open. .. Isn't that enough to
make you take your time and
REMEMBER TO :

Got a paper that needs to be typed???
You can't type or don't have the
time??? Stop by Student Services and
we'll get it done for you FREE OF
CHARGE.

EAS mobile EASMobi~
rolls out
Two mobile laboratories for
environmental science and
environmental education will be used
by the College of Environmental and
Applied Sciences at Governors State
University.
Already in use in water quality
studies, the environmental science lab
will be used in the field for a wide
variety of environmental studies.
Maximally flexible , it can be equipped
with almost any kind of lab equipment
that can tolerate reasonable vibration
and movement. It has its own electric
power generator, Jab benches, heat,
air conditioning , and refrigerator.

The environmental science lab was
developed by many science faculty
members at Governors State
University, including Drs. Donald S.
Douglas, Ronald Brubaker; Robert A.
Kloss, Elizabeth Stanley, John E .
Mendelson. Peter P. Gunther, John E .
Chambers, and others.

Gym
opens

After considerablE! procrastination
and construction bun gling the
gymnasium, just one area of the "Recreationall" Studies program, has
opened its doors.
TURN OFF YOUR CAR LIGHTS
Hours for the recreational facility are
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m ., Monday
thru Friday. Admittedly, night school
Student Travel
sport's fanatics can't make use of the
Any student(s ) may subm it a proposal for travel funds to SSAC for the purpose of at- new gym now, but; the future looks
tending: conventions, workshops, seminars (whether they be local or out of state). These bright.
requests can be submitted to any member of SSAC and should be submitted at least two
Future plans include night and day
wee.ks prior to the planned trip.
gym hours along with weekend
The following information should be included in a proposal: 1. Name of student(sl
wishing to travel ; 2. College; 3. Where the planned; trip is for (City and State); 4. How many openings.
Included in the " Re-creative"
days (departure date, arrival date, number of days for conference, etc. and return date>; 5.
program are handball courts, a multiTransportation cost (car, bus, train or air-please note-if transportation is by car_:, then purpose activity room, ping-pong tables
traveller must keep record of mileage); 6. Hotel cost and 7. Meals (a maximum of $10.00 is and the soon to be completed swimming
allowed).
pool.
Student should briefly state purpose of conference--of what benefits it will be to him/ her
Both shower rooms are ready for use.
and to the rest of the University community, also what information will be brought back Locker assignments will be available
(records, reports, tapes, video etc.).
soon .
While some restrictions have been and may be placed on the funds allocated or number of
The office of Re-creational Studies is
persons allowed to go on any one trip-SSAC has thus far been able to accommodate all located in the "F" section of the
prior requests and will continue to be of help in the future.
.
permanent campus on the second floor.
One last requirement regarding student travel is the necssity for students to bring back
Rec. Studies director is Ben LQwe,
all receipts (such as hotel bill, taxi fares over $6.00, and transportation cost). These receipts assistant is Mark Payne and equipment
should be submitted with the voucher immediately on the return of the traveler.
manager is-Lyle Smith.
The previous messages have been
brought to you courtesy of the Student
Services Advisory Committee.

What's
Contlnu.d from page two

Now you slide your pen to inquire, " check
definition of plethora," we did. Plethora: Overfullness; super-abundance, a morbid c~ndition due to
excess. (Random House Dictionary of the English
Language). We rest our case.
Page six: Good point. The heads should not have run
across the page. They nevertheless were demarcated
by having different type styles. The advance comment
about the "Audubon Wildlife Film Series" is out of
place. It was a public service announcement.
Everyt!l.i.ng we do (and you) should not be for a
" price". The space, we feel was not wasted spac~Page seven: " Too many lines on the page IS your
considered opinion. We will take that into consideration
next issue. The page gets your " lousy layout of the
month award." OK, come and do it better. It's easy to
criticize and to overlook how much work went into the
page.

Your suggestion that captions be vertical is well
taken. We will try it sometimes. We concur with you
when you say that the print is heavy. Did you mean
that or that the extent is heavy? Please clarify. Or the
publishing deadline schedule: " On the street means
de.livery date of the papers.
P age eight: You did go through the wbole issue.
Thank you for that. The cap for this page could be
slightly lower. We lost patience with your style when
you ask, is a whole page necessary for poetry? Why. did
you not inquire as to the meanings of life itself? Poetry
is just as important as the marks you made on the
pages you read . Is the student to go lacking for poetry
just because you think too much space was used? No
way. That is the only market for poetry they have now.
" Surely there must be more news" is your statement,
but news is only one part of education. In case you are
not aware poetry is news for the soul! You know what
we mean?
As you left off with your critique you signed the
}Xlantom. We will now take this opportunity to define
your monition deposited : phantom an image appearing in a dream or formed in the mind, 2) An apparition or spector, 3) A thing or person-that is little
more than an appearance or show, 4) An appearance
without material substance. Nuff' said about that.
Please do not feel that the staff does not appreciate your taking the time to offer what you feel is positive
feedback.
We wish that you will continue seriously reading the
paper. Now we ask you; are you ready to become
substance by joining us in correcting those processes
you have found lacking, or will you continue your
participation as an enigma to the INNOVATOR? Let us
~W.

.

Designed for use at schools, the
environmental education lab will have
maximum flexibility for a variety of
uses in educating teachers and
conducting research on the learning

processes.
A mobile seminar room/ teaching/ educational research laboratQry,
it contains laboratory bench space, four
study carrels, observation room with
one-way glass, conference facility for
12 persons, and space for computer
terminal, video recording, and playback equipment. Lights and air
conditioning are energized by
connecting to electrical outlet. It has its
own gas beat.
The environmental education lab was
designed by Dr. James Joseph
Gallagher and Dr . Otis 0. Lawrence
with the assistance of Dr. John C.
Hockett and other staff members.
The College of Environmental and
Applied Sciences is dedicated to
preparing people for oc,cupations and
life-long learning in science, with a
major thrust towards improving the
quality of life by finding and
implementing solutions to problems of
the environment.
The college now has three
instructional
programs: science,
health science, and science teaching.
Each program is subdivided into areas
of emphasis , which provide
s pecializa tion required to prepare
students for a range of occupations.

.I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!J!!!!!!!ll
PUBLISHING A.'JD
ADVERTISING DEADLINES
INNOVATOR
The paper will be on t~e street:
10/22/74
11/ 11/74
11/25/74
12/ 9/74
12/ 23/74•
1/13/ 75
1/ .'Zl/ 75
21 10/ 75
2/ 24/75
3/ 10/ 75
3/24/75
4/ 14/ 75
4/ 'Ji'J/75
5/12/75
5/ ')jj/75
6/9/75
6/ Zl/ 75

Advertising must be in by :
10/ 17/ 74
11/7/74
11/ 21/74
12/5/ 74
12/19/ 74
1/9/75
1/ Zl/75
2/6/75
2/20/ 75
3/6/75
3/20/ 75
4/ 10/75
4/24/75
5/8/75
5/22/75
6/5/75
6/ 19/75

• date subject to change relative to
holiday scheduling.
Please to note: All copy, press Teleases,
etc. should be submitted five (5) days
prior to " ON THE STREET
DEADLINE"
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A woman
who-

succeeds
Ramonita Segarra
Marilyn Zwiers graduated from GSU
with a B.A. in language & literature
from the college of CCS. Presently, she
is facilitating non-credit workshops for
women at Joliet Jr. College entitled,
"New Horizons for You." The workshop
is designed to help women enrich their
lives by choosing various options.
Marilyn is planning to train
coordinators for future workshops.
In addition to being a coordinator,
Ms. Zwiers is holding an elected
position in the Board of Directors
Alumni Association at the Jr. College.
It is one of her duties to make decisions
on expenditures of alumni funds and to
plan activities for the alumni.
Currently Ms. Zwiers is enrolled in
graduate school at GSU in the coiJege of
H:D. She plans to receive a degree in
counseling. Her plans for the future
include directing her own women's
program at a university.
Ms. Zwiers resides in Morris, lllinois,
is married and has four children. In
addition to working at Joliet Jr.
College, Ms. Zwiers is a feature writer
for the Marris Daily Herald.
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Hawaiian cominunications instructor visits GSU
Ramolli1a Segarra

Robert A. Blue
Dr. K.S. Sitaram is on his sabbatical
from the University of Hawaii wbere he
teaches Intercultural Communications.
He came here at the request of Dean
C-ogdell in the college of HLD. Sitaram
will be setting up various modules in
the growing field of Intercultural
Communications.
Dr. Sitaram.has published numerous
articles on this subject and is currently
I writing three books dealing with Intercultural Communications. They will
1be published in 1975.
Dr. Sitaram is also · founder and
chairman of the International Comimunications Association with
: headquarters in Austin, Texas. It is one
Iof the seven divisions of the Association
:! established in 1970.
When asked what he thought of GSU,
lor. Sitaram said, ''GSU is different,
,challenging and I like the emphasis on
!competencies, which is good. I want
·people to know that there are cultural
factors that do effect the behavior of
different cultures and different
people."
He continues by stating, "GSU could
be the leader in the field of Intercultural Communications studies.
There is no other university in the

l
i

· ed States with such a program.
y universities have courses but
e have a full program. There is
t potential here at GSU for such a
program."
His plans for the future include living
in the United Sta~where be bas been
residing for the last ten years with his
wife and son. Sitaram decided to go into
the field of communications because of
personal experience~ with racists and
people -who didn't understand where
neoples of other cultures were coming
from . " One must understand the
re~sons behind a person from another

culture believing in certain things.
There are social as well as religious
reasons for these people not being able
to understand certain things," said
Sitaram. The new coordinator resides
in Flossmoor, lllinois with his family.
List of Additional Modules
Culture and the Mass Media
Culture and Message Development
Culture and the International
Organization
Communication in Asia
Culture and the Communications
Process
Introduction to Intercultural Communication
I

.

AISG whose who
Continued hom PIISI• three

Governor's State University
Coordinator : Robert Blue
c/ o Newspaper Office
Governor's State University
300 Plaza
Park Forest, illinois 60466
Dlinois State University
President: Joe Arnold
Coordinator: Scott Nixon
(Gov. Board Chairperson)
c/ o Student Government Office
illinois State University
Normal, Dlinois 61761

First Friday

Kick off
A series of lectures designed to
provide a forum for people with
common interests and uncommon
curiosity will be presented by the
Science Community Council of the
College of Environmental and Applied
Sciences.
The First Friday Series will kick off
at 8:00 p.m. on November 7, in the
Community Conference Room. Judge
Earl Arliss will discuss the topics of
"Prison and the Criminal Psy~he. "
The second lecture of the free series
will feature Argonne Professor Hans
Adolph Heinrich, whose topie will be
"Energy, Ecology and Environme~t."
The series will take place on the frrst
Friday of every month through May,
and is open to the general public.
There will be a reception for th~
speaker following each program at
which refreshments will be served.

Western lllinois University
President: Dave Mahoney
Coordinator: Laura Kosell
<AISG Secretary)
c/ o Student Association Office
Western illinois University
Macomb, lllinois 61455
Subscriber Members
Black Hawk East
President: Mich Henneberry
c/ o Student Government Office,
Black Hawk College East
111 North East St.
Kewanee, Illinois 61433

LeY:is and Clark Cornm. College
President: Mike Romero
Coordinator : Cindy Sawyer
c/ o Student Government Office
Lewis and Clark Comm. College
Godfrey Road
Godfrey, 'lllinois 62035

Community College of Decatur
President: Jerry Crabtree
Coordinator: Paula Hogan
c/ o Student Government Office
Community College of Decatur
100 N. Water St.
Decatur, Illinois

. Northern Illinois University
President: Moe Schub
Coordinator: Bob Simutis
c/ o Student Government Office
Northern lllinois University
DeKalb, Illinois 60115

CoiJege of DuPage
President: Maria LeClaire
Chairman of Programming Board:
Shawn Joyce
c/ o Student Government Office
College of DuPage
Lambert Road & 22nd St.
Glen Ellyn, illinois 60137

Sangamon State University
Convener of the Caucus:
Virginill Sayles CAISG Treasurer)
c/o Assembly Office
Sangamon S~ate University
Springfield, ill}nois 62703

Did you know ...

Southern Dlinois UniversityCarbondale
President: Dennis Sullivan
Vice President: Robert Seely
c/ o Student Government Office
Southern Illinois UniversityCarbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

Just a warning folks , if you arE
interested. On Wedpesday of this week,
a newly formed committee will meet to
discuss the plans for dlanging parking
lot fees . Altho the plans are in the early
stages, it is planned td install gates and
assorted other things and charge
money to get in.

Southern Dlinois UniversityEdwardsville
President: Robin Roberts
Coordinator: Wally Spears
c/ o Student Government Office
Southern lllinois University·
Edwar dsville
, Edwardsville, Tilinois 62025

College of Lake County
President: Phil Russell
c/ o Student Government Office
19351 W. Washington
Grayslake, lllinois
Illinois Valley Comm. College
President: Larry Chadwick
Student Trustee: Sue Gribbon
c/ o Student Government Office
illinois Valley Com.m. College
R.R. Ill
Oglesby, lllinois 60348
Lake Land Community College
Coordinator: Chris Lilly
c/ o Student Activities Office
Lake MLand Community College
Mattoon, illinois 61938
~incoln Land Community College
President: Chuck Jennings
Coordinator: Cb~.ck J eDJiiap

Lincoln Land Community College President: Chuck Jennings
Coordinator: Brad Townsend
c/ o Student Government Office
Lincoln Land Community College
3865 S. Sixth St.
Springfield, Dlinois 62703
Rock Valley Community College
President: Paul Ragen
Coordinator: Ron Harrison
· c/ o Student Government Office
Rock Valley Community College
3301 N. Multord Rd.
·
Rockford, lllinois 61101
Triton College
President : Pat Hoshell
Vice President: Pat Palm
c/ o Student Government Office
Triton College
2000 Fifth St.
River Grove, lllinois 60171
Moraine Valley Community College

n/ a

BHE
George Perkins
c/ o Student Government Office
lllinois State University
ICCB
J ohn Copley
cl o Student Government Office
Lewis and Clark Comm. College
Board of Governors
William Washington
.
c/ o Student Government Office
Chicago State University
Dave Mahoney
c/ o Student Government Office
Western lllinois University
David Davis
c/ o Student Government Office
Eastern lliinois University
Ms. Rebecca Keller

cJ 0 Studeat Govermnem. Oflkle
Governor's State University
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Hanrahan sponsors
anti-dog
fighting bill

Metric memoirs
Remember back in your high school
chemistry class, trying to measure with
grams, centimeters and lit.ers? Well,
you may have to dig up your book and
get into practice.
Within the past three years, lBM,
Honeywell , Caterpillar Tractor,
International Harvester, General
Motors and many other American
companies have indicated that they are
"going metric"-that is, converting to
the metric system of weights and
measures, a simple system based on
the meter and its multiples of 10.
One result of this is obvious right
now: government agencies must work
closely with industry to avoid supply
failure.
English: 1 inch, 1 yard, I mile, Ilq.
quart, 1 gallon, 1 ounce, 1 pound.
Metric: 2.54 centimeters, .9144
meters, 1.609 kilometers, .9463 liters,
3.785 liters, 28.35 grams, 453.59 grams.
Metric: 1 millimeter, 1 centimeter, 1
meter, 1 kilometer, 1 liter, 1 gram, 1
kilogram.
English : .0393 inches, .3937 inches,
3.28 feet, .621 miles, 1.05 lq. quarts, .035
ounces, 2.2 pounds.
To prepare for this conversion, the
Department of Defense <DoD> has
established a Metrication Panel with
members from all the Military
Services, DSA, OASD Installations and
Logistics and from the director of
Defense Research and Engineering.
The purpose of the panel -is "to prepare
DoD for metrication by keeping close
tabs on industry and by establishing
policies and procedures for conversion.
It appears that one of the biggest
conversion problems will be the need to
carry dual stocks for many items.
Replacement parts will need to be
stocked to support equipment, whether
they are designed in the inch or metric
system.
Some items , however , have
worldwide acceptance in the inch
system. Automobile wheel sizes are
manufactured in inches all over the
world, and most aircraft are designed

to the inch system. Wheel sizes are
therefore not expected to change, and
the U.S. aircraft industry appears to be
in no hurry to convert.
For employees in engineering and
production involved in writing
specifications, procurement, stocking
and quality assurance, the change will
be felt as items start coming through
with metric dimensions. Although it
hasn't been legislated, the U.S. appears
to be converting to metric, so it's not a
bad idea to start getting familiar with
the system.
There is plenty of metric conversion
information available from foreign
countries, U.S. Government, and
American companies that have gone or
are going metric, and also from the
American National Metric Council.

For your
information
The New Careers Council of Chicago
incorporated in 1969, will now become
the Comprehension New Careers
Council. An ad hoc committee has been
formed to work on details and amendments to the constitution. They will be
interested in containing former
members to serve on committees to
reactivate the council. Governors State
University has its roots in the New
Careers Council as early as 1969. Administrators, however, failed to keep a
commitment to this important community group.
Nevertheless, two GSU students will
represent the council at the conference
of American Professional Health Assn.
after some regrouping. The CNC will
look closely at big community rip offs in
Human Services including university
rip offs.

WASHINGTON-Congressman .
Robert P. Hanrahan (R-3rd, Ill. ) announced today be is sponsoring a bill in
the House of Representatives to make
strict penalties for dog and animal
fighting.
The bill. HR 17097, would provide for
up to a $1,000 fine or one-year prison
sentence for the first conviction, and a
penalty of not less than ·$2,000 but not
more than $5,000 or from two to five
years imprisonment for a second
conviction on a dog or animal fighting
charge.
This federal law would apply to
anyone who sponsors or attends a dog
or animal fight in which interstate
. commerce has been involved.
Hanrahan noted that there are indiciations that a substantial portion of
dog and animal fights involve transporting the animals between states.
"I think it is the duty of the govern-

ment to step in and put an end to this
atrocity," Hanrahan said. "It's simply
appalling to learn that this type of
activity goes on in Cook County, and I
applaud Illinois State's Attorney
Bernard Carey on his continued in- 1
vestigation of this matter."
In his recent testimony before a
Congressional Committee, Carey said
that his office bad learned of at least
three proJessional dog fights in Cook
County this year alone.
Carey testified that a dog involved in
one of these fights was so seriously
injured that be was "carried from the
arena, bleeding profusely from the nose
and mouth with two legs apparently
broken."
Carey also said that " since
professional dog fighting is by no
means confined to Cook County, federal
legislation to curb this unbelievable
brutality is highly desirable."

College climate
·workshop held/.
A special_workshop on school climate
improvement will be held at Governors
State University October 24.
An urban high school principal in the
Seattle public schools, Dr. William
Maynard, will be director of the
workshop, which will be from !ta.m. to 4
p.m. in the recreative studies program
area of the College of Human Learning
and Development and the president's
office.
Registrations are to be mailed to
Dean Roy T. Cogdell.
Needs and characteristics of
i:onstructive school climate, along with
"Assessing your schools' climate," will
be the morning program. Processes
and procedures for climate
improvements, and developing . plans
for climate improvement, will be
discussed in the afternoon.
The school climate workshop is an

lutgrowth of a Charles F . .Kettering
Ltd. national task force, established to
develop a means of assessing and
improving the climate of elementary
and secondary schools.
The workshop is designed to provide
administrators, supervisors, and other
educationa l leaders with an
understanding of school climate and
awareness of the techniQUE!$ and skills
with which to improve the working
environment of their schools.
Dr. Maynard has bad considerable
experience in leadership and climate
development at the national level as
well as within his local school district.
He is a founder and member of the
National Task Force on School Climate
Improvement.
He has received national recognition
for his workshop presentations and for
his contributions to the field of school
climate practices.

Health hints

Pill may control
more than birth
(CP8-Women who use birth control
pills. risk significant nutritional and
metabolic changes according to a
report compiled by students at the
University of California at Berkely.
In addition to altering sugar and fat
metabolism, the pill affects the body's
use of folic acid, several protein
components, copper, zinc, and vitamins
A, ~. B·12 and C.
Deficiency of folic acid Ca B-vitamin
also called folacin) is associated with a
type of anemia. Vitamin B-6 deficiency,
reported often, is related to the m~ntal

aepression some women experience
while taking the pill.
These deficiencies may prove
particularly harmful to women who go
into pregnancy after several years of
pill use. Adverse effects may also hit
women whose diets were nutritionally
poor previous to taking the pill.
One way for women to counter the
negative medical and nutritional
effects of the pill is to include generous
portions of meat and fish, whole grain
cereals and green vegetables in their
diets. These foods provide high levels of
vitamin B-6.

I

neeo a doctor's order.

...

Are you kidding?
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Future vets may
loose G I Bill

UPI-The administration is con·
sidering killing the GI bill of rights for
future veterans, congressional and
administration sources said today.
The officials emphasized that no
consideration was being given to cutting benefits for men who bave already
served in the military, but cited three
reasons for ending the GI bill for the
future:
Wartime service is no longer involved.
The men now entering the service
are volunteers not compelled by the
draft.
Owing to the huge pay increases
granted in recent years, a serviceman
now receives a salary commensurate
with civilian scales. One rationale for
veterans' benefits in the past was that
the men were so poorly paid while in
service that they deserved special help
afterward.
THE PENTAGON has opposed any
cutbacks in benefits. It uses them as a
tool in recruiting volunteers. There is
evidence the Pentagon opposition bas
momentarily stymied officials -

elsewhere in the government who are
intent on pruning the government's
budget. The administration's increased
interest in balancing the budget,
however,may give efforts to end the GI
bill a new spur.
The study could recommend the end
of all benefits like help with college
tuiti.on costs, pensions to aged indigent
veterans, and underwriting for
veterans' home mortgages.
OFFICIALS WERE unable to say
how much would be saved by ending the
benefits, but said it probably would
amount to several hundred million
dollars a year, based on past costs.
The Gl bill was created for the
World War II vets and then extended to Korean War vets. In 1965 the
benefits were granted not only to men
serving in.the just-beginning Viet Nam
war but also to peacetime vets who had
s~rved between the Korean and Viet
Nam wars.
To cut off benefits for future 'o(eterans
would require congressional action,
officials said. Such a proposal is not
likely to be welcomed in either house.

Veterans

Attention Veterans!
The new officers elected into office
were, Treasurer-Tom Passmore,
Secretary-Vallie Latimore-Vice

President-Carlos Whitlow and Don
Johnson-Present. See these people for
any problems you may have. Thanks go
out to tbe old officers, Sbeir, Kelly and
Segarra.

Educate With Honor!

What do
. planners plan.?
by Michael Steele
President- Planning Network
Let's pretend that the city you live in
(lets call it Hometown) is faced with a
huge increase in population from 1000 to
10,000 people. This is due to XYZ
Corporation building several giant
assembly plants in Hometown.
Let's also assume that you're given
the -responsibility of providing the
facilities and services that these 9000
new people will require.
Because you're a conscientious
person and you're concerned about the
future welfare of these people, you take
some time to think about your
>roblems. After some thought you
realize there are some questions to be
answered (here's just a few ):
1. Where are all the people going to
live?
2. Where will the children go to
school? How many new
teachers/ classrooms will you need?·
3. How can utilities be provided and
can these new book-ups be coordinated
with existing utilities?
4. Should Hometown provide public
transportation for these new citizens?
What Kind?
5. Should Hometown build more
parks/ playgrounds? When? Where?
6. Maybe your fellow Hometowners

would like to help decide th~
questions?
7. Who is going to pay for any or all of
the new services or facilities?
After thinking some more. you'd
probably come to the conclusion that
the problem is complex, enor mous, and
that what you need most is a plan!
And that, more or less, is what
planners do! They look at a problem (or
a set of problems> ;md evolve a scheme
<or plan) to solve the problem.
Planners can be "specialists", who
handle just one type of problem; health·
care planners , social planners,
education planners, or transportation
planners.
Or, planners can be "generalists"
who handle a cluster of problems and
attempt to coordinate the solutions to
each component problem; .regional
planners, urban-rural planners ,
human-environment planners, etc.
As the problems of the dties and the
5tates/ nation grow, so will the need for
solutions to these problems. HopefUlly
planuers can contribute to these
solutions.
Editors note:
If you're interested in finding out
more about planning at GSU, contact
Mike Steele or the newly organized
planning network club.

BOG conduct s eval uations
The Board of Governors of State
Cotleges and Universities has instituted
an annual Board Committee evaluation
of the presidents of the five institutions
in the system. This fall evaluations will
be conducted at Eastern Illinois
University, Governors State
University, and Northeastern Illinois
University. Due to the fact that the
• president at both Chicago State
University and Western Illinois
University have just recently been
appointed, an evaluation at these two
institutions will not be conducted at this
time.
In order to get input from the
campuses and local communities, an
evaluation questionnaire has been
developed and is being administered

12
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1 don't want to do...

To do what?

Jeopardize my license.

for the Board by the Central Office staff
with the assistance of the
administrative officer responsible for
conducting institutional research
activities on each campus. Those being
asked to respo~d include
administratorS, faculty, students, staff
members, and those community
members who are in a position to
observ«• in a reasonably close fashion
the work and. style of the President.
Because of the size of these groups not
all individuals will be requested to
participate. Those that will be
requested will be selected from each
separate group by sound random
sampling techniques to ensure that the
input received represents that of the
group.

STUDENT SERVICE
!-\DVISORY COMMITTEE

-

When we meet:
1st Tuesday of every month at 12:00
3rd Tuesday of every month at 5:00
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Improvement explored
PROFESSIONAL FIELDS FOR
MA.JORS IN FINE ARTS
Every activity in which vision plays a
part offers a potential field for the
person trained in.the arts. This training
may be broad, covering many phases of
history and creative activity as is
needed for the teaching professions, or
it may be highly concentrated to
develop specialists in particular areas.
In every case, general education in
related subjects is an essential part of
the training of the artist. The Programs
of Fine Arts provides a general
background for all of the professional
activities outlined below and a
specialized training for many.
ARTIST. A general term used to
designate a person practicing an art as
a profession. He is specifically
designated according to the character
of the work done, such as Painter,
Illustrator. Designer. Commercial
Artist. etc., as listed below.
ART HISTORIAN. A person who has
training in connoisseurship and the
history of art with its political, social
and philosophical relationship may
investigate authenticity of works of art
and prepare ·documentary evidence in
substantiation of their genuiness, may
serve as college teacher, art editor or
critic, or as a museum director or
curator.
3-D OPPORTUNITIES: Ceramic
Artist. An artist trained to design and
execute China and products
manufactured from clays, glazes,
glass, and enameled metal.
COMMERCIAL ARTIST. A person
who free-lances in his own studio or
is on the staff of an-advertising agency
accomplishing many , but often
specialiZing in one, of the following
jobs: Layouts. Illustration, Lettering,
Cartooning, Photo Retouching, etc.
'Phese jobs include both cover and inside art for magazines, television, and
att also come under the a~ve
categories, etc.
Stylist. A Commercial Artist who
advises advertising, display, and
merchandising departments on what
general merchandise to feature or
purchase, .on the basis of a stu~y of
·. trade journals, people who set the
fashion, centers of popular taste, and
merchandise market; instruct selling
department employees in style trends,
may specialize in the style of a given
period.
Television Art Director
CRAFTSMAN. Originally one who
worked with hand tools, now extended
to include the use of machine tools in
the development of all forms of creative
art in three dimensions. He works with
wood, metal, wool, cotton, glass,
plastics, and precious stones, creating
furniture, textiles, industrial products,
jewelry, ceramics, etc., from his own
·design. He may work for others but
usually has his own studio.
DESIGNER. A general term used to
designate a person trained in fine arts
and practic.ing professionally in any
one or a combination or activities listed
under this category.
COSTUME DESIGNER. The
Costume Designer may have an individual shop, work for an exclusive
dressmaking establishment or a dress
manufacturer. Many design dresses for
various occasions, costum~ for children
and junior age, or specialize on coats
and accessories. Additional fields include free-Lance work teacher in art
school, trade school, college or
University, retailing, advertising and
publicity, styling and fashion coordinator, and newspaper and magazine
writing.
PUPPET SHOWMAN. The Puppet
Showman produces puppet shows ,
working either alone or with a group to
entertain in schools, hospitals... clubs

vaudeville or permanent theatres. He
may prodoce commercial shows for
advertising or propaganda, television,
etc. You may be called a Puppet
Designer if you design, construct, and
costume puppets, ventriloquial dummies, or movable figures· for window
displays, professional showmen, or
commercial sponsors, including stage
design and lighting.
DEPARTMENT STORE ARTIST. A
Display Artist who designs window
displays and interior displays and
works with the promotion manager in
coordinating departmental displays of
merchandise through_~out the store.
DISPLAY ARTIST. A Designer who
works in stores, museums, galleries,
advertising studios and other
organizations. His work deals with
promotional installations· covering
many purposes connected with ad-.
vertising, sales, and education.
DRAFTSMAN DESIGNER. A
Designer who works in a drafting room
in industries such as the airplane,
automobile, or plastics industry. His
job is to make drawings for blueprints
in perspective , orthographic ,
isometric, and other forms for various
purposes pertaining to the production
and assembly of the work under construction.
LITHOGRAPHER. One who works
for lithographic printing firms,
designing commercial art suitable for
the process of litho-reproduction. This
includes a wide range of technical
knowledge in preparing and etching the
lithoplates. In addition to this, he may
work in his own studio as a professional
printmaker.
SLLK SCREEN. Serigraphy is a
printing process through silk. Used in
commercial display and sign shops and
was recently added to the fine arts
media for the production 'of fine arts.
L
) MUSEUM WORK
MUSEUM CURATOR. A Museum
Curator must have an art history
degree or in being more specific he
must have a museology degree. He is in
charge of the art objects in the
museum. He supervises their
presentation, storage and pre_servation
and assists the director in problems of
authenticity and selection.
MUSEUM DIRECTOR. A Museum
Director also must have an art history
and museology degree. His general
responsibilities in regards to the
museum include the plaru:iing of its
exhibitions, educational programs, and
purchases.
MUSEUM EDUCATOR. He too must
have a degree in art history and
museology. He is the person who
supervises the museum's art school and
educational program, and 12_lans and
may give courses or lecttrres for the
public schools. He may have the title of
DirectOr of Education or Curator ot
Education.
PAINTER. A general term to cover a
wide range of activities from the
Painter as a decorator to the Painter as
picture maker. In the latter, he does a
variety of subjects, such as: landscape, portrait, still life, animal life,
and illustration for books, magazines,
etc. The Painter commands many
techniques and media such as oil, watercolor, fresco, gouache, tempera, encaustic, etc. (See Commercial Artist
vs. Fine Artist Painter).
MURAL PAINTER. A Painter who
executes large scale wall painting
suitable for theatres, restaurants,
banks, motels, large residences, etc.
His major techniques are dry and wet
fresco on plaster, and oil painting on
canvas mounted on the wall. He is
employed by business and institutional
organizations, by Architects, and by
home owners. It is one of the traditional
and oldest application of painting
talepL (~ Cav.ea &- E~t}
. . . .~..'

VISUALIZER. This relatively new
occupation in the arts is both general
and specific in character to an article
already designed, or may be the " idea
man" who roughs out a design for
others to execute: In advertising be
has the particular function of preparing
layouts ; in industrial design he may
originate ideas or be may be a renderer
of presentation drawings; in the
moving picture industry and television
he may produce from the text of a play,
pictures illustratin~ the major settings
for the guidance of the producer.
FURNITURE DESIGNER. A
Designer who '!Yorks for a furniture
factory producing new designs or
adapted furniture designs of other
periods to contemporary use. Works
either in his own studio or in space
provided by factory.
INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER. A
Designer who designs consumer
products, who coordinates styling from
the product through the advertising.
One who works as a free-lance artist for
service organizations, has his own
organization, working directly for
industry, or works in the producing
company.
INTERiOR DESIGNER. A Designer
who works for a studio, department or
furniture store, or an architectural
firm, designing the interiors of houses,
hotels , offices, clubs , restaurant,
stores, boats, etc. In most cases be
designs the furniture and fabrics with
which he works, butin some cases, uses
the products available in the mru:ket.
PACKAGE DESIGNER. A distinctive type or designer who specializes in
the design of containers, plastic, paper,
glass, etc. Three dimensional training
is essential for this type of designing.
STAGE DESIGNER. A Designer who
makes sketches, construction plans,
and models for scenery and costumes
for the legitimate theatre productions
the movies; supervises the execution
of his plans. One who is this type of a .
designer may be a teacher in a college
drama department but must have two
and three dimensional background as a
necessity.
TEXTILE DESIGNER. A Designer
who does designing for the weaving and
textile printing processes of the textile
industry. He may work for a design
service organization, as a free-lance
designer or in the employment oi a
manufacturer.
THEATRICAL COSTUMER. A
Designer who designs costumes for
revues. burlesque, historical, and
moving picture performances and
works, with theatrical producers, little
theatre production of pageants, and
fancy dress balls.
TOPOGRAPHIC DESIGNER. A
Designer who produces maps, charts,
and diagrams dealing with data pertaining to geography and geology for
information or educational purposes
and works for a publisher in a private
industry or a governmental agency.
TOY DESIGNER. A Designer who
specializes in the field of toy design,
designing for a wide range of materials
and production processes, or for one
particular material or process, such as
plastics.
TYPOGRAPHIC DESIGNER. A
Typographic Designer designs printed
matter of all kinds. In limited cases he
designs type faces, works for a printer,
newspaper, advertising agency, type
foundry, or in his own studio. <See
Letterer).
GRAPHIC. The word graphic can
mean drawings and prints in black and
white or color. Generally, graphics are
understood to be prints obtained by the
process of lithography, wood block,
metal plate, silk screen or combination
of these. This term originally comes
from the Fine Arts.

qr

INews Briefs (
Stanley Kubrick, director of the film
"2001 A Space Odyssey," ·would be
proud of Governor State's monolithic
·entry road structures. Mthough our self
standing signage isn't of enigmatic
"2001" variety, it's equally significant.
The 42 foot high, self standing edifice
beckons all who travel along Stuenkel
Road.
To the East, a companion stands 28
foot off Crawford Avenue.
Both structures are made of Cor-Te.n
steel, matching the facade of the
university's new pernianent facility.
Don't think your eye5 are playing
tricks on you when in the future the
steel takes on a change in color and
tone. That's characteristic of Cor-Ten
steel.
The rust colored steel used here is the
same material as that which
embellishes the Chicago Civic Center
and 500 other buildings around the
United States.

Uoyd DeGrane
Try to rip off the Learning Resources
Center and "Tattle-Tape" will tell on
you.
"Tattle-Tape" is the newly installed
library security system. It detects
electrically sensitized books and media
which have not been previously
checkedout, and activates an alarm
and lock at the exit gate.
"Tattle-Rape" does not disturb the
libary's operation, adding only a
moment to normal book charge-out
procedures.
The automatic detection system
replaces guards who normally check
materials and briefcases at other
libraries.

A DAY IN A DOG'S LIFE
(CPS/ ZNS)- Yvonne Fouger of
Montelmar, France, telephoned the
veterinarian when her dog passed out.
The dog arrived on the scene,
successfully revived the dog, and
proceeded to diagnose the case as one
of good poisoning from the canned meat
he had eaten.
Fouger immediately telephoned her
husband at work, to warn him that she
had put sandwiches made from the
same meat in his lunchbo x.
Unfortunately the poor fellow bad
already eaten the sandwiches-so he
was rushed to a nearby hospital to have
his stomach pumped out.
t few hours later, it was learned that
the t.,a<l dash to the hospital and the
stomach pump w"ere unnecessary, the
vet had been wrong .
The Fouger's 5-year-old daughter
admitted she had accidentally knocked
the pooch out by drQpping an iron out of
a second-floor window.

1. 'Stand on your head and hold your
·
breath to the count of 30.
2. From that position kiss what you
think is your biggest toe.
3. Burn some toaste and eat it.
4. Lock yourself in your room and do
not come out until you consider yourself
safe to others.
5. Take a scalding bath. <Use green
food coloring if your face has turned
red.)
6. Tell yourself through the powers of
suggestibility, that you are no longer
uptight.
7. Put on your trac.k clothes (if you
should be fortunate enogh to have
some) or else run naked down the
busiest street in the neighborhood.
8. If and when the man gets you, call
your girl or lover to bail you out.
9. Pay the fine.
10. Return home and while eating
crackers with butter, resting
peacefully, you'll realize you're not
uptight any longer.

Ramonita Segarra

.,-;

October 15-31

D ingl.efest presents
''Tom Swift and H is •
" It's not what you say, but bow you
say it" might well be the motto of the
Dinglefest Theatre Company whose
"Tom Swift and His... " will be
present ed a t Gov ernors State
at ~:30 p.m . in the Community
Conf erenc e Center. This comic
treatment spoofs America's obsession
with technological gadgetry with
hilarious results.
"Tom Swift and His... " is the
Dinglefest's most recent example of a
theatre piece based on direct quotation
from popular literature-a unique
method of dramatic construction that
the Dinglefest Theatre Company calls
"Vertatim Technique. " The Dinglefest
has received wide national notice for
this innovative development which it
has used to create thoroughly
entertaining and thought-provoking
satire.
"Tom Swift and His... " is an upbeat
comment on the dehumanizing
influence of technology. Turn-of-the-
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century materials are directly quoted
in a modern manner to show that
"nostalgia ain't what it used to be."
The result is a quick-moving enterthat creates an hilariously sarcastic
view of the modern world.
The " Verbatim Technique ''
manipulates direct quotations in a
format that relies solely on the bodies
and voices of the actors to create a
{as-moving comedy montage. Tightly
~oreographed movement, innovative
~ural effects and a wide variety of
physical techniques create a special
world of sights and sounds that is the
trademar~ of the Dinglefest. "Tom
Swift and His ... " will bring the original
award-winning company to Governors
State University and promises to be
fast-rap, on-targetasatire that will be a
thoroughly entertaining hour and a
baH.

REMEMBER: October 29, 1974, at
7:30p.m. in the Community Conference
Center.

Trekkies trucki-n' on
<CPS)-Fans of the TV science
fiction series "Star Trek" are trying to
get together a sympathy blitz of
Paramount Pictures to help revive the
show.
Specifically, plans are now in the
works for a Star Trek movie, hopefully
starring as many of the old regulars as
can be wooed back. The holdup in the
movie is Paramount, which holds onethird ownership of the show's rights.
Paramount is afraid to sink a lot of
money into a movie based on a show
that bas been off the air for five years.
Despite that very fact, NBC still
receives about 100 letters a week
protesting cancellation of the show, and ·
reruns of the original 79 episodes are
outdrawing other programs in a

Chicago
Film Fest ivai
The Chicago International Film
Festival takes place al:
The Granada Theatre, 6427 N.
Sheridan Rd., Chicago
The Biograph Theatre, 2433 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago
Mundelein College Auditorium, 6363
N. Sheridan Rd., Chicago
Rosary College Auditorium, 7900 W.
Division, River Forest
Museum of Science and industry,
57th St. and S. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago

number of cities. On top of that, the
"trekkies" cult of Star Trek fans is still
strong.
Fans assume that a Star Trek movie
would be financially successful enough
to make NBC consider reviving the
series, and are mounting a nationwide
letter-writing campaign to Paramount
Pictures in November supporting a
movie based on the series. The address
to write to is : Frank Yablans,
President, Paramount Pictures, 5451
Marathon St., Hollywood, Ca. 90038.
Supporters are advised not to put
"Star Trek" on the envelopes because
such letters are considered fan mail
and routed away from executive
offices. The coordinators also ask that
letters be sent so they arrive between
November 4th and 15th .

r=o~c.

•
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SOUTH
October 24: "Great Pumpkin" at
Park Forest Plaza, School District 6163
decorates the plaza with "spooky" tree
danglers.
October 26: Halloween Parade with
Park F orest J aycees
November 15: Pixie House Lighting
Ceremony, 7 p.m.
November 16: Holiday Parade. "OldFashioned Christmas theme, Floats,
Bands, Clowns, Horses, Circus wagon
All December : Pixies and CaroliQg al
the Plaza

I
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Classified .
Ads
WANTED : Graduate Student ,
Accounting Background to assist Dean
or College or Cultural Studies. Hours 911 per week. P lease contact GSU,
Extension 2441.
1967 VW, clean well maintained. 45,00o
miles. 30 miles per gallon. $750.00.
Super car. 534-0384.

MGB For Sale
1970 MCG new top, New tires. new
clutch. AM/ Fi\11 radio, tape. $1,200. If
interested, leave name and phone
number in BPS box #413.
For sale or trade :
1971 VW camper-sink, icebox. Penthouse bed, tent, etc. Sleeps 2 adults
and 4 children-more with tent attached. $2,500.00 or trade for station
wagon of equal value. Call Ray 687-2253.
Need a job?
Waitress Wanted-Short hours. 11:002:00. Call Gary at 534-2040 or 747-1146.

For Sale
lei! Vega Hatchback, Radio, Auto.

Trans., Low Mileage. $1,500.00. Call
Ray 687-2253.

"SKIERS"
For Sale, Besser Bindings <They are a
plat binding> one season, new. $30 or
best offer, will consider a trade? Call
Angelo, FU8-7120/ after 5 p.m. Mon. &
Wed. in the LRC between 5 & 7:30p.m.

Share a House
In Homewood for male student, (2).
Reasonable rate. Contact Joe Bremmon HLD Work study student.

1966 Ford LTD. $400.00 or best. offer.
747-1781 after 5:00 p.m. <home) or
extension 232-l.

Free, Free, Free
One~ possibly two cats, to a good home.
Jim 672-8355.

1967 VW squareback. Rebuilt engine.
Good condition . Reasonable price.
Contact : Farouk <phone 755-181 ).

Junk cars towed away free!!
Nancy Bresnyan, 11028 So. Mansfield.

1968 Ford Station Wagon; New brakes,
new exhaust, new carburetor, good
second car. $350. 754-7913 <days).
Need a Job? Waitress wanted, short
hours 11:00 - 2:00. Call Gary, 5342040/747-1146.
For sale: Large beautiful executive
desk. 60" x 34" - 170, Stove 36", $30;
child's car seat. like new· $7 ; toaster
$3. Call extension 2293 or home- 7480820.

Chicago Ridge, mlnois.

CLUBKORNER
Planning Network will hold a meeti.ng
on Wednesday, October 23, 1974 at 6:30
p.m. in the Commons Area. Suggestions
for projects for the club are welcome.
Contact Michael Steele, CEAS 551 If
you'd like to know more.

October 15-31

Has America

been Go/dfingered?

Financial

0820.

WANTED : Sponsor for Women's
Bowling Team. Richton Park Bowling
Lanes. Monday Nights - 9:30. Sponsor
fee U5 plus shirts. Excellent bowlers.
Call extension 2461. 8:30 · 5:00. Good
opportunity for publicity.

_______
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The Ford Foundation is pleased to announce the
transfer of the administration of three of its graduate
fellowships programs. Beginning September 1974, the
Educational Testing Servi~ will administer the
following fellowships programs:
Graduate Fellowships for Mexican Americans
Grad1.1ate Fellowships for Native Americans
Gra duate Fellowships for Puerto Ricans
The National Fellowships Fund will continue to
administer the Graduate Fellowships for Black
Americans. These programs are m~de possible
through grants from the Ford Foundation.
The programs are aimed at increasing the number of
doctorates among Black . Americans, Mexican
Americans, Native Americans (Aluets, Eskimos,
American Indians, Native Hawaiians), and Puerto
Rica~s to enhance their opportunities for careers in
higher education. The fellowships are for one year
only, but are renewable upon reapplication if
satisfactory progress toward the doctorate is
evidenced. Applicants are expected to study full time
and to complete the requiremet)ts f{)r the doctorate a s
soon as possible.
Our immediate concern is to inform interested
persons about the available fellowships and to encourage those who are eligible to apply. However,
applicants must act quickly to meet the deadlines.
Should you require additiOnal information or announcements, please address your requests directly to
the Educational Testing Service address, or the
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Dr. Francis Bibb. 2433 Adams Street,
Gary, Indiana.
Get weU Dr. Frances Bibb.
Wanted: A desk. Call X%293/ home 748-

in November, 1973. Officially the United
States is said to hold 273,949,000 ounces
of gold valued at $11.5 billion stored on
four F ederal Reserve Banks at Ft.
Knox.
When gold selling was legalized,
Secretary of Treasury George Schultz,
a member of the joint committee
re s pon s ible for the change
stated: " The United States will keep
any gold sales secret and the decision to
sell gold will be made by the joint
committee."
In response to an inquiry from Rep.
Tarick, Chairman of the F~deral
Reserve System Arthur Burns said the
allegation that the U.S. has sold its gold
was baseless.
" The Federal Reserve System has
made no sales of gold to foreigners. We
have in no way been involved in the use
of the nation's gold reserves by a
'handful of international monetary
speculators'," Burns stated.
In response Beter has argued that
since the Federal Reserve System is
subject only to internal auditing
procedures, a citizen 's committee
should be allowed to enter the vaults to
determine once and for aU if the
nation's gold supply is still int~-~t.

(CPS >-Am erica's entire reserve
gold supply may be missing.
According to the former legal counsel
for the American Gold Association and
the U.S. Export-Import Bank, Dr. Peter
David Beter, international speculators
have illegally drained most of all of the
country's gold reserve and sold it oon
the international market with the full
knowledge and consent of the Federal
Reserve Board.
The charge, first made before the
Congressional Subcommittee C?D
International Trade in April, l!rl4 has
resulted in a demand by Rep. John
Tarick ( 0-La) that a congressional
investigation be held.
Beter charged that David
Rockefeller, president of the Chase
Manhattan Bank, was primarily
responsible for the secret sales. He
based the accusation on his personal
knowledge of the gold market, on
information from an official at the
Chase Manhattan Bank, the president
of a Swiss banking firm and from a
source within the Pentagon.
The sale of gold by countries,
previously prohibited under a provision
to the Gold Reserve Act, was legalized
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"California Split"

You've all beard that CALIFORNIA
SPLIT is a - funny, funny iilm and
marked with director Robert Altman's
unmistakable stamp. What makes this
movie such an unmitigated pleasure,
however, is that it operates and can be
enjoyed on so many different levels.
In a curiously inverted way, the
movie restates the classic American
axiom, ''Work hard that you may·
enjoy-but don't count on it." All you
-puritan ethic fans out there wUJ be glad
to-know that wiiming a lot of money 'not
only won' t make you happy, if!s weary,
s tale, flat and unprofitable, at least
according to Joseph Walsb who wrote
the film.
Tbe Elliott Gould character is·
Dionysus .himself who attains Godh~ad
by irrevocably cutting himself off from
the world. of g'rown-ups. GOuld's grapy
black curls and saturnine grin underscore .tire Bacc.hic persona.. He is
Peter Pan wi th a five o'clock sbadow
and a ridiculous Tia iuana .xombrero
Here are two boys, one could scarcely
call tbem men, both addicted to
gambling, who find that together ~ey
can sustain a miraculous winning
streak as long as they · " follow the
rules. " The.free life of the gambler,
unf ettered by responsi.bility or
convention, seems to embody every
childhood fantasy including the
delicious pleasure of staying up past
bedtime. But.in its own way the gaming
life substitutes another set of
conventjons as iron-clad as those
forsworn QY its adherents.

a reel side-splitter

trimmed with bobbing red chenille
balls. Gould has no borne, no job, no
clothes except those on his back. This
son of man has nowhere to lay his head
except in the bouse of a couPle of
complaisan~ whOres. Gould is the
cosmic clown, the holy demon, a man
who earIy stepped through the Looking
Glass and, when be found he could not
step back, shrugged his shoulders. In
one scene in the movie he cons a wouldbe mugger in a parking lot. He shows no
trace ofhuman fear. He's theessence'of.
divine cool. Indeed, the mugger is more
nervous, and his fun-band shakes with
fright as he confronts and tries to rob ·
Gould ·and his companions. As Gould ..
"bets'' that the attacker will take his
offer (a small share· of his cash> ·and
run, Gould knows he can't lOse. How
can you killa man who is already dead
and therefore one of the Immortals?
George Segal, on the other band, still
trails the white roots of mortality. For

'
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years be has tried resolutely to get
Once there, Segal joins -. high-stakesclear of earth, work, sex. He's lost
poker game; be wins alld wins, then
moves on to blackjack, roulette and
money, lied to his boOkie, got himself
divorced and nearly fired from his job,
craps to win again. This sequence is
comparable to the final scenes of a good
but he's never quite managed the
chase movie. Altman succeeds in the
· ultimate liberating Loss. SOmebody
difficult task of maintaining interest
always messes him up by giving him
another chance. At the time of the ·and involvement even though the
sequence starts out at high piteb, but
movie, it's almost too late. Simple
cutting from Segal's winning/ playing
humdriun time has begun to gray hiS
scenes to Gould on the sidelines, now
sandy hair and erode his hands'ome
comically reduced from Godhead to
face. When he meets Gould who puts
him on the traCk at laSt, George Segal ' lucky rabbit's f-oot, whose power lies
only in being, not doing. Even Gould
takes vows at least as stringent as those
cannot believe his divinity is working,
of any monk. He sells his car at a loss as
reallY working, but it does, right up
much to strip himself of worldly
until the las t when Segal
~ions as to build a stake to offer
walks joyJessly a way f.r.om the
at the Nevada altar. He .knows it's
easier for a ~ainel to pass through the
table, co~pletely spent and wondering
eye of a needle than for a rich man to
why his success has left him aching and
enter the Kingdom. He abjures work,
empty. Gould scoops up his chips,
sex and even the simpfe sensual
cashes them in, divides the take and
pleasure of alcobol as be and Gould
tries to pump Segal up with the old
take the bus from Los Angeles to Reno.
promiseso~joy, ''We got enough here to
live at the track for fifty years!" be
shrieks. Segal looks at GoUld, "1 never
had a special feellng-(tbat he would
win>." "Nobody does," says. Gould,
stacking the bills into two neat piles.
cross the Midwest, continue thro!Jgh Segal finally wrings from Gould one
small admission of regret a this loss of
Denver~~nd end at San Francisco.
mor'taiitY -'arid its attendant capacity to
A human chain, noted Mrs. Lazzo,
would serve as. a reminder that " it feel. "It don't mean a fuckin' thing,"
takes all kinds to accomplish most Gould says, and he picks up his share of
the cash, his shoes and gives the wheel
,purposes."
Mrs. Lazzo's proposal was greeted of fortune1>ebind the bar a final tug
with ~thusiasm by her congressman, before he walks out into the Nevada
Rep. G-eorge O'Brien CR-ll>. " A most morning.
Advocates of woman's place-in-theimaginative idea," said O'Brien and
promptly introauced the ..human home should be cheered by this film
too. The engagingly bi·sexual whores
chain" idea to Congress. "Despite the logistics problem that who offer food <Froot-Loops!) and a
Mrs. Lazzo's plan would undoubtedly place to eras~ ,to Segal and Gould
entail," O'Brien told the House, "I do demonstrate that traditional values
obtain even
the underside of
believe it merits consideration."
Mrs. Lazzo's idea w~s then shuffled Southern Califor:nia sleaze. Any
to the American Revolution feminist wbo sees the movie will once
Bicentennial,administration for further again have ·to won<ler ruefully wby it is
that the guys always get to ~go - rut and
review.
have all the fun while the women must
s_tay home and tend to business.

Bridgin · the gap

CCPS).- Mrs. Marietta Lazzoof Park
. Forest<has -come up with a novel idea
fo r {!elebrating t he nation's
Bicentennial.
"Wouldn't if be wonderful," Mrs.
Lazzo bas suggested, "if enough people
on July 4, 1976, join hands along some of
the. nation's highways to make _one
great human bandclasped chain· from
··shore to shore across our country?"
Using ~ average of her and her
husband's measurements, Mrs. Lazzo
- Tickets to the Performing Arts Music
estimated that at least 3 million people,
Series are still ·available. .They can be
arms outstretched, would be needed to
obtained at the student rate of $3.00 for
complete the chain.
·
six concertS. Persons interested may
Standing shoulder to shoulder., mor-e
contact Marilyn Miller in the C()llege of
than 9 million people eould be involved
Cultural Studies or the cashier's office.
- depending on the number of willing
Tickets for tpe Chicago Children __ human wate.z:. treaders.
Choir on October p will be available ~o
The proposed route would begin in
high school students at a special price
:Atlantic City, cut through Philadelphia,
of $1.50:
·

on
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Baby, Love Me
Forget about all the rioting and Black Power
Make peace at home before you try to pacify the world
BabyJ I am crumbling from the lack of love
Let the world take care of itself for a while
Take care of me.

loves comeback

Baby, I know the rent is due
And the gas bill hasn't been paid
I know your job is on strike
And I may get laid off
But lay your head upon my breast
And listen to the melody my heart beats for you.

Oh yea ,
Love has come back
And_I see a world
~without a problem
I see the people smilin'
I see the people cry in'
But Love has come back
And I see the world
With no problem

Baby, we may never change the world
But I love you for trying
And for the rest of my life, I will be sending out a warrior for

T . Mannel

freedom

But at the end of the day, when once more you have been defeated
Come home to me and let me give you a victory
Come, cry on my shoulders
They aren't strong but they're soft
Come home and let me soothe your aching body
Baby, let Me Love You.
Carolyn Marie Butler

on the change in seasons

HeiJo. This is Racial Prejudice
"1m calling to see, if you haven't already, wruldyou
care to join my club? I'Dsend you all the information, justfill out the card and return the stub."
(brotherhood speaks)
"Don't listen to those overtures, place the phone
back on the hook, or your gullible goose will soon be
cooked."
<racial prejudice speaks)
" Ladies and gentlemen, I always try to tempt people
into my camp, then leavemymarkon them like a
rubber stamp. Since I have been around almost as
long as man himself, I am worn under almost everyone's belt: I am a part of you all, toone degree or
another. Hate has often been called my brother .I
should be compared with a disease, ready to enter
your body via the intake from your sneeze.
I don't come in just one form. I exist eve11 in
religion, that's the reason Ireland is now war-torn.
I induce negative thinking in people, towards things
they don't understand. I don'tlive in only America,
I'm in every land. When you see me coming, or bear
me calLing, it's best to duck or bide, 'cause if I get
ya , you're going for a ride.
I am present at all anti-racial meetings. I've
usually disseminated my slime before the members
take their seating. With me you were not born, but
l'm passed down by others reactions and parent's
teachings. Join up with me if you wantsomereal
beatings. I am not prevalent in small cbildr~ at
least until they're, perhaps, 3 times 3 by that time,
they're going steady with me.
Man has made great effcrts in holding me down, but
my presence will always be around lam the chief
cause of man's inhumanity towards man. When
proposals of equlaity are introduced, I'm always
there to make a stand. I live and thrive because
of people, they allow me to. If true Brotherhood
took over, I would really be through. There have
been men with these visions to come along. Dr. King
was one of the greatest, now be's gone.
It was take a concerted effort by all races involved,
to refrain from feeding fuel to me, 'til I am starved.
Well now, I shouldn't say things like that, 'cause I too,
would sound like a dreamer. I'll continue to bang on
to my role as the fearless schemer. !pitman
against man. He'll never find a way out of this frying _
pan.
My dwelling in people causes them great misery.ln
almost every place you can mention, I'm always busy.
Now that you've listened to me speak via thephone,
a sure road to real happiness depends on you, leaving
me alone."
Cbarles Russell

Viability
My place in all this mess
comes creeping slowly, out of what?
Tell me, when will I know and feel
that I've finally made it-count?
P.B. Gardner

I went looking
I went l~king for fudge
ln a hardware store;

Soft, warm fudge.
The kind I thought would
Warm my tummy for a year,
Or maybe even two.
But I looked for it in a hardware
store
And really, really searched
And really, really tried to be nice.
(1 remembered to say " please"
and "thank you" and
Smiled a lot.
I even wore my good underwear
in case I was hit by a truck.)
But there wasn't any fudge there
For me at all,
Wl)ich shouldn't have shocked·
Mter all, my better judgment--:
But the store had beckoned,
Promising fudge ,
Whispering, signs and signals
So swift and lastingAnd I learned that fudge
Could be secretly had
By the back door
For a select few.
So I went looking for fudge
And finally,
(Mter it had got to mean too
much),
I took a deep breath,
Many deep breaths,
Called to my courage,
<Oh, wonderful courage)
And told myself I was
FINE-and it was really all right,
That when soon or late you
recognize your fate
It's really great,
That, of course, those unspoken
Whispers of fudge had been
Real,
And of course, I was really
Courageous and Fine.
And I awkwardly

The stone
Lies
Open, now.
1 am too drained to rouse a
sadness.

The fear of past-pain,
That familiar,
Is no longer at my side

asked.
I am alone.

And was turned down.
I'm trying to develop a taste for
cookies, now.

Phillis Nelson

I

I'm at an abandoned
· beach that was jumping
yesterday with sun
bleached children and
Quick Tanned adolescents .
The outer walls of
a sandcastle met with
the tides only minutes
ageo as the sun
hid below the lilac
sky leaving mauve loneliness.
It's quiet now but
once there was a
time when one could
hear laughter and waves snorting
swallowing up the sand.
The sounds are gone now
along with plastic shovels
bikinis, cameras and congo drums.
Summer loves have ended as
•.vinter blows near drawing
the final velvet curtain
on night walks and ice cream cones.
Everything is left behind
beer cans, wine bottles
No one will remember how
summer really looks nor
how it was ...
Full moons, hot passionate
kisses, seagulls, and sailboats
sweat soaked couples making love.
Why do you go warm
days, long days, when I
need you the most?
It's only late September
can December be far away?
I waited so long for you.
Now the final velvet curtain
reminding me of things undone
words unsaid drops as easily
as its first review.
Ramon ita Segarra

Phillis Nelson

